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Ja~daha,r Lodge, Manchester , Vermont. 

ter is an experiment, and I have chosen you as my 
gui:t1ea. pig. 'fhe purpose is to contin-ae our dialogue which started 
years ago when I first had read your Immortality paper. Or was it 
even earlier whE;n you showed :me in 59 the draft of your Practical 
Uses of Theory? Anyhow over these past years we both found it 
helpful to show each other our :mudpies. Not that we always re-:
sponded with unreserved applause. For this to happen our funda
mental positions are - shall I say: still - too different. But 
they lie in a produc; ti ve distance from. one another - near e!'l0ugh 

' for mutual. understanding, far enough f'o:r.· challenging question-
ing. If his is so because our convietions are not dog:mati~ally 
frozen., Using traditiona.1 labels, I see in you an nontological 
monist 11

, but one who struggles toward that position ratb.er than 
one who spea.ks of it ex cathedra. And my clinging tolfexistentia1 
dualism" springs from intellectual perplexity rather than .from 
self-s8t:lsfied preference. But the most productive stimul,:s in 
our exchange is that we do not just take a sympathetic interest 
in each other•s concerns, but that ou.~ impulse is identical: to 
discover me~ning where on tge surface none seems to be, and to 
discover such meaning first for our own sake, even if also 
others may benefit afterwards. In a word, what unites us is a 
religious - for more than one reason I do not say: theological_ 
concern. 

Mow let me confess to you that, over the last two years, 
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all my intellectual efforts have been devoted to this task, even 

if the only visible fruit of my labors is the little piece written 

for the Bloch Festschrift. It is unlikely that I would have 

chosen this particul,ar 11 leisure time" activity, had I not been 

involved in these issues much longer, in fact, all my life. It 

is no exaggeration to Sf:iy that, from the time- of my 'adolescence, 

nothing else has truly interested me. Wot by chanee do I count 

runong my friends - the sequence is purely chronological - Tillich, 

Ruestow, Mannheim, Bloch, and last but not least yourself. You 

may object the.t my choice of profession speaks against this claim. 

✓ Still, if not some of my earlier writings, my last book ,bceff:

certainly gives me away. Even in my economic a.nd sociological 

work, what 

dationsn. 

held my interest through four decades was the ufoun

,1-nQ,o/.e 

And what me popular in Kiel and Frankfurt was, rather 

" 
tha_"lfl my departmental work, the "Kindergottesdienst;1 as my late 

companmon Fritz Burchardt used to call the weekly meetings with 

a selected group of students, in which Ka.rl Ba.rth, Dreigl"oschen

oper, or the emancipation of women took prece~enoe over Schum

peter1s theory of interest. A certain intellectua¥agility has 
I 

helped me to conceal my heresy from my professional colleagues, 

but a. perspicacious fellow like Kenneth Boulding easily found 

me out. 

So what I have tried to do in recent months '1:i.as been to sp.ed 

a mask and to talk turkey, while there is- still time. But the 

~. 

result has so far most disappolnting. N'ot that I laek ideas -

I<. 

some of them seem to me even bright oneJ- but I simply cannot 

find the proper 11 form" to organize my thoughts in such a ws,y .. ~ 
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that they become communicable. Is it the irmnensity of the task? 
t 

Is it lack of clarity in my mind? Is it simply my diletantic in-

compe&nce which blocks articulation? All this, no doubt, and 

more of the kind. But in recent days it dawned upon me t~at per

haps there is a meaning in this failure. You will laugh when I 

tell you the riAnlass 11 to suspicion. Of all things, it was the 
#, 

reading of Maurice Friedman 1 s~ook. 

Turt me say in passing that, though not really a good book, 

it is much better than I had expected and than Aiken's stunid 
- --~--~-~'"::- _,, -~.-

review indicates. Friedman barks up the right tree though the 

bark is more noisy than revealing. He is for ever ruined by his 

blind admiration for Buber. You know my strong reservations to 

Buber's work and person - in the elemental sphere the two are it 
,I 

alas~ inseparable, beeause »Du gleichst dem Geist den Du begreifst». 
J 

And when Buber-Friedman explain Job's final submission to Jahweh as 

the consequence of Job having achieved his ultimate aim, namely of 

establishing a dialogue with God, I was for a change reminded of 

a Jewish joke. Levi comes home excitedly, shouting llTh_e King has 

talked to menl nWhat did he say~ asks his wife. nGet out of the 

way, you dirty Jew"I 

And yet, ifl:!11i11 hcu1:vtl7 overworked notion of the ndia.logue II gave 
t!t, 4-U.,(J,1 

me a clue to my own troubles. Probably I have not reached wh~re I 
~~ ~ 

could communicate ~to,,,.an anonymous public. Nor will the monologue 

of writing down my free associations make a whole out of the scattered 
· .Z myself to 

parts. But perhaps something will jell~f I address;one real person. 

This may transform the abstract message into a concrete encounter, 

while the privacy of my utterances is preserved. It will give a 
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-~w:i:H g:i:¥e a focus to my thoughts without forcing them pre

maturely into a systematic order. I can present them in the 

tenta:ti ve and loose form beyond which I have not yet progressed, 

and I can myself express doubts and point to gaps, being author 

and critic at the same time. In a word, I can speak nins Unreine 11
• 

Now I have told you the purpose of this letter, and the role 

I have ass:l.gned to you as reader. No obligation to res::9ond f'alls 

on you though, needless to say, any response will be more than 

welcome. But if I succeed in loosening my tongue by speaking, 

na:y,stammering and stuttering, with you as my imagined listener 

you have discharged, by your very existence, a function of cardi

nal import to me. 

My preliminary apologies are not over. Not only do I use 

you as a «means 11 
( though I hope not only as a means), but I cannot 

help appro~ching my subject in s. most cavalier fashion. I am con

sciously erecting a structure over an epistemologic~~and psycho

logical abyss. I am trying to find words for a fundamental inner 

experience. Thus I shall speak about what is ultimately ineffable, 

conceptualizing what precedes thought. 
~-- ~ 0 ~,,,,J''' " ... , " ,. "~ 

And in claiming more than 

subjective ve.lidity for such experience, I know full well that by 

being channeled through the mind and, in particular, my mind, what 

is experienced will be distorted by the limitations and deformations 

of the receptacle. And yet I si~ply leap over these chasms, finding 

dubious consolation in the fact that better men on my side of the 

fence - from Pascal to Camus - could not Udo otherwise. And my 

"opponents ;1 who concern themselves with 11essence II rather than with 

11 existence 11 have to contend with no less worrisome paradoxes. So 

I leap. 



I. The Primary Experience - Die Urerfahrung. 

s OLITARII IN iroimo GONJURAMUS w ERGO su:rrus. 
are alone in the world but we band together -

this i,;;; ·1Ja: val ida t f'1iiL:. G.f our lJ @ inf~h,..t,y ,·y~e t. '\ 
Ul,.'31.. 

I am not quite happy about this formula because, as every· 
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attempt atnformulatingnit reduces the fullness of the encounter. 

Moreover, it suppresses altogether one central mode of experience 

for which a secular term has still to be coined: what in religious 
'J 

language is called t1JJ~-~.:.e n, pointing to experiences that are - or 

are not - 11 received 11 without our being able to do anything but 
',r-

being 11preparedH for them. I shall m say more about this later, 

yet it is no accident that I do not begin there. 

Let me comment on the three parts of the formula in succession. 

1. We are alone in the world. It ls essential to see that this is 

no natheistic ;i statement, e.t least so long as we do not prejudge 

the issue by insisting on the notion of a God who is defined by 

uProvidence n and Justice, who n1oves n Man fmd will never f'orsake 
j .,~' /;,;rt ~ 

him. This God is indeed an anthropomorphic creation, and though 
.f• 

the Bible - especially the New Testament - shows many traces of' 

this n'm'1:erj product,) He is not the God who speaks to Job, nor 

the God to whom Jesus cries out on the cross. The profundity of' 

the story of Job shows in God himself rejecting any such senti

mental image, and not only by what he explicitly says about Him

self. In chiding at the end/ Job 1 s friends for their proclamations 

of Theodicy, e.nd in declaring that Job,, in proclaiming cosmic in-

justice, has spoken 11 truth of me 11
) He cte:f.'ines Himself as omni

potent force, as nure Being above any Ought. 
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As such modern Man cannot deny Him. The relevance of the 

Book of Job for us is its utter realism. vTua.tever our response 

may be to the a-moral indifference of the cosmic forces, and we 

shall see that Man's very validation as Man depends on the nature 

of tha response, the supra-human power of these forces remains 

a primary datum/of our The world and f,ian 1 s fate in 

it - w.i th the exception of the 

happy ehding which is part of the old folk tale, and not of the 

drama proper. True, this is a random, not an evil world, and the 

odds are not necessarily against Man. Occasionally the 11 galloping 

messengers of the kingn may come in time, but we must not trust 

in their ever arriving. And there is no technological utopia 

which could f:r,ee us from the rule of these cosmic forces. Even 

if one day we succeed""1'.nttcreating life", al.l that we cen achieve 

will be a new combination of given elements and a rechanneling 

of the forces that act upon the~ 

So long as we remain aware that all conceivable 11control 11 

~, 

cafu'"'lOt ntame" forces, it is a matter of choice whether we want ,,.. 

tondignifyrr what is beyond our own uower with a name hallowed 

but also corrupted by tradition. I am inclined to think that 

a moratorium placed on the use of the word 11 God lf me.y be good 

for our intellectual and emotional health. It will perhaps free 

US/ from the temptation of kneeling before an anthropomorphic idol., 

and will help us to walk, in the knowledge of our limitations, 

erect - what Bloch calls accomplishing "den irilifilfIDII.gD auf

rechten Gs .. ng. 11 

)( 
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And yet I must be careful not to fall with this very first 

step into dogmatism. There have been men and women in every age, 

sophisticated and simple-minded ones, who have spoken of the im

mediate experience of a God of Justice, Mercy and Love. How.can 

I argue my case before them? I cannot, because no arguments can 

destrfy feelings of evidence. Not having experienced such evi

dence myself I cannot denounce it as self-deception. Thus from 

the outset a doubt hovers over my most fundamental assertion. 

However, the ubelieversn themselves are no better off. Accepting 

the testimony of the greatest among them, the evidence of nneartt 

God does not seem to be a firm possession of the recipient. 

As Augustine or Luther describe it, falling out of the state of 

evidence (entering which 1s taken as the highest gift of Grace) 

is as torturous an experience as it is recurrent. Which one is 

then the true experience? Is the beatific tonus of life in the 

knowledge of the Redeemer worthier of trust than the intuition 

of being alone, not to say the despair of feeling condemned for 

eternity? 

We seaM meet with this very same impasse again and again, 

whenever decisions must be taken while the nevidences 11 
- psycho

logical, moral, political - conflict. On the level of nknowledgett 

such conflicts cannot be compromised. The degree to which recon

ciliation can be accomplished on the level of 11 a.ctionu measures 

the strength communal bonds. But I am running ahead. Here 

no more needs
1
,acknowledged than that the 11theological II decision 

is unarguable, and all we can do is to respect one another 1 s 

evidences. 
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Not all theological disputes need end in a draw. I strongly 

protest against the fashion to substitute for the diagnostic state-

ment that we a.re alone, the nostJgic complaint that -,:e. ar; tte.xiledn 

or n abandoned 11
• cannot have it both ways. In speaking of 

exile and abandonment, we point to a lost home and a guardian that 

has forsaken us - in a word, we restore an image of a transcendent 

reality which, in the s~me breath, we expose as our own invention. 

The psychological roots of such contradiction in modern Western 

Man\ can easily be traced to his Judaeo-Christia.n heritage. But 

as again the Book of' Job demonstrates, as does the cry of the 

dying Jesus, the experience of an indifferent Universe has its 

roots in that very tradition, not to mention the Moira of Greek 

tragedy. Difficult as it may be for us to ~alone, nothing is 

gained by pretending that others were not. 

No better is the case of the nneath of Goda theologians, if 
~ 

they mean what they say which not all of themrcro. To be dead now, 

God - the Christian God - must have been alive some time in the 

past .. This places those self-styled 11 radiealt1 theologians along

side with the nexiles 71 and rt abandoned ti. Yet all that radical 

critics of Theology can responsibly maintain is that they do not 

f'iild the Christie.n God in the world they encou.nter. It is they 

who have ndiedn to their childhood beliefs. But to proclaim that 

God has adied" or even only nwithdrawn, or is ueclipsedr~ i~-tho-
f) 

logical speculation rather than primary experience. J This leads 
n 

us finally to what Camus has denounced as the nexistentie.l es-

cape 11, illustrated on Kierkegard or Jaspers. In full recognition 

of the nabsurd ••• born of the con.frontation between the human 



need and the unreasonable silence of the world ••• they deify 

what crushes them. and find reason :for hope in what impo'(ferishes 

them". (Sisyphu.s, pp. 21, 24). Paradigmatic for this attitude 
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is a quotation from Je.spers: nDoes not the failure l viz, of the 

Univers4to resnond to Man) reveal beyond any possible explanation 

and interpretation, not the absence but the existence of trans-

II 
eendence 1' And to dispel any doubt that there is no unconquerable 

Dualism sepfrating Man and World, Jaspers defines that existence 

as uthe unthinkable unity of the general and the pa.rticula.r 11 

(quoted from Sisyphus, p. 24-5}. Since in the wake of Kierke-

~ 
gard the paradox isAelevated to the bearer of ultimate truth, 

no logical argument can prevail against this version of my favor

ite joke that "G-od does not tall-c to a liarn. But it is to this 

kind of reasoning that I would apply Laplace' retort to Napoleon: 

' Sire, je n 1 ai ua.s besoin de cette hyoothese. I put this forth 

as an existential assertion age.inst a Cosmodicy purchased at the 

price of standing experience on its he~d. 

I said it before but it needs J!MUI~ repeating: the Universe 

'vVere 1 t evil, ks it- in the clutches 

of the Calvinist Devil or of the Gnostic Dem:1urge, it ,,rould be more 

nhum.an. n To watch such a cosmic OCj!COOiCl]!ll!: spectacl~might cause un

suf:¢,able pain. And yet the spectacle would be performed for Man 

and with him as chief protagoml.s t. There would be Providence, even 

if not Justice or Love, and Man could have trust in his fate however 

perverted. But what puts terror in Pascal's heart - the first one 

who foundp words for the primary experience of the World's tKOCtti:i£ 

indifferenee- is tne contemplation of those infinite spaces u of 
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which I know nothing and- the crucial insight - which know ll 

nothing of me 11
• This gmes beyond what Job has to bear. Job is 

in the hands of' a God who does not "caren for him but who knows 

of him, speaks to him, and in a strange way even justifies him. 

Contrariwise our encounter is with t;1nonymoi;t~ ~Qr9es and its rnode 

is not dissimilar with the push and pull as which Newtonian 

Physics describes the relations among mechanical entities. Ele

mental as these forces are since they bring us to life, sustain 

us for a while and kill us 1.n the end, \'le cannot truly nfearn 

them in the manner in which the Bible sp&aks of the Fear of' the 

Lord. Though they stand for Being, theirs is an 11 alien,1Bei~g -

jhe breaking ooen of an ultimate. ''Dnalism 11
• 

_, _c "-~ .. , -" ,;+1 ,, =•:, _ ,,, , •f--f• ~ J ,.,_,,,;,o-rca •• , e _ "' ., .. ,, ,.•,.,r "'""•rU1• >~,••Fi•, ,,,-;. •"·- ,,, _, -·· ,;c,,, ·,,,,,,c,-,;,,,."'<'","''"./!,;\:;,l 

Vfuat I have said so far assigns to the cosmic a role 

beyond good and evil. But these very same forces have irretrie

va b +Y sen teno edxt,~~u,x~Jclxtnx-ococ~~,.x~D.?axo!lxUoguna 
,ef-·''·"c"•'''·'·"' ' ,,,, 

Man to Death, and if the:se is validity in the Entropy Law jhis 
,.,,.., . ,,,.r•·"'· , .. ,_. ',-.. ,·-•-.,-. 

I:,iSentence includes a.11 ustructure ~ organic and inorganic.. This 
/'''''f',,-yJ,f 

s the most perplexing existential problem: how to reconcile 

irreversibility o:f: the teridency toward ":maximum disorder 11 

with true indifference on tp.e part of the World toward Man's 

endeavors? 

Agnostic Existentialism, having renounced belief in Im

mortallty in whatever form, has been unable to overcome this 
.- .t,.·;t;""/l~/ .-jt1 ·p 

dilemma. Take again Camus for whom, with transcendence fore-

closed, Life is the ultimate value, a value which is bound to 

increase a.s the limits on Lii'e recede. Or., paraphre,s ing 

Nietzsche he might say: What Life strives for is ndeep eter-
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-nity. Camus goes still further-'!( (Sisyphus p. 45): uWhat counts 

is not the best living but the most livingu, and a little later: 

!!there can never be any substitute for twenty years of life and 

experienceu(p.47) He does not feel quite comfort11ble with such 

a nvulgarn standard of pure quantity, and tries to soften the 

blow by adding to quantity some qualitative meaning (p.,46) .But 

"' 

matters is something else. If Life is the (supreme good, 

becomes the sunreme evil. The Universe is then no longer 
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nsilentn but in ordaining the K-D:f:lmilfi[ finiteness of ~!l creation 

it speaks with a di1~0111ve:t1g~~Il~~,. T'ne ultimate datum of our 

experience is no longer the 11absurd n indifference of the world 

but its malevolence. 

We must not try to attack this contradiction with n1og1e 11
, 

nor should we gloat over another nperadoxtt. I believe that the 

problem is genuine, and that it points to a dimension in our 

anticipating the ixperience of Death which modern Existentiali~" 

U.IDUJftl:Xi'OCtDKX has failed to grasp. Light will fall on this 

when we now proceed to the second part of my formula. 

2. But we band together~ T.b.ese words fall badly short of what 

they are to iroply. The Latin term nconjuraren renders more 

fully the multiplicity of connotations, some of which I will try 

to detail. 

Qnce more the modern Existentialists are helpful guides. 
1r¥r•;1t"'e.·,1,., 

for them the response of Man finding himself alone is 11Rebellionn. 
~,•~•'"-=l,1.,,,, •,c •• ~~a•"~'";. 

And it is again Camus who has penetrated most deenly into the 

complexities of the rebellious attitude. To understand him fully 

one must be aware of the evolution which his thinking underwent, 
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In his original vision, which differs little from that of Rei-
I 

degger's Sein und Zeit or from Sartre's L1Etre et le Neant, 1ifa.n 

is alone not only in confronting the Universe, but also among 

his own kind. Rebellion then takes the form of defying the fate 

which the absurdity of the World holds in stock for him
1

in resist-

ing the temptation to anticipate the Death sentence by com-

mitting suicide. Such rebellion nis not aspiration, for it is 

devoid of hope.n It is nthe certainty of a crushing fate, with

out the resignation that ought to accompany it. 11 (Sisyphus, p.40) 

u It is essentiEd to die unreconciled a.n.d not of one ts own free 

will 0
• (p.41) In a curious footnote (p. 77)referring to Mal

raux's work, Camus s.dmits that nthe social question''••• cannot 

be avoided by absurd thought 11 
••• 0ne must, however, limit oneself". 

But most probably it was not lack of space or time which then 
fl 

prevented Camus from discussing the nsocial question. Like his 

hero Sisyphus he had eyes only for the gods above and for the 

void which ha4 swallowed them. 

It was an historical event - the German occupafion of France

which turned his gaze in the nhorizontaln direction. His problem 

now becomes not whether to repudiate oneself by suicide, but 
J 

whether to repudiate others by murder. And murder - this is the 
..,,. -. ·-·~- 0 '~"'" 

t 
burden of L1Homme Revolte - is the inevitable result if Man . , 

finding Godrs throne e~pty, usurps it for himself. Be he the 

Grand Inquisitor., the Superman or the Commissar, they all act 

in the place of a God who ncares 0
• And - a terrible dialectic -

insisting on the unadulterated virtue of their principles they 

arrogate to themselves the nihilistic freedom that 11kills w:gat 
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remains of God in the principles themselves.ti {The Rebel, p.215.) ,~ 
However, while aware of this danger, the Rebel does not place ;, 

himself at the service of the status quo and its injustices. He 

knows ths.t ttthose who find no ,re t in God or in history are con-
t~,;r (t,~~ 

demm.ed to live •••• for the hurlliliated 11 (p.271) But they must do 

so withinulimitsn set as strictly s.s those which Nemesis has set 

to the motion of the sun (263). nRebellion is in no way the demand 

for total freedom ••• the freedom to kill is not compatible with 

the motives of rebellion (241). And a strange echo of old Jewish 

wisdom: "if one single human being is missing in the ,vorld of 

fraternity then this world is immediately depopulatea.n (249) 
--~"''"""' 

I confess that I know of no other proclamation of Mants re

sponse to living in a post-Christian and post-Marxian climate -

without God or History to fall back upon - which equally satisfies 

But Rebellion thus understood is a most uncom

fortable posture to assume. The Rebell 11cannot ••• absolutely 

claim not to kill or lie, without renouncing his rebellion and 

accepting, once and for all, evil a.~d murder. But nor can he 

agree to kill and lie, sinee the inverse reasoning which would 

justify murder and violence would also destroy the reasons for 

his insurrection. Thus the re,el can never find peace n. 

Camus knows no answer which would once and for all conquer 

this dilemma, and certainly none on \Vhich an ins ti tutiona.l 

solution could be built. 11:his is brought home to us even more 

clearly when we turn to Dr.Roux, the tired hero of La P este, -
in whose image Camus conceived what was later to find philosophical 

I 
expression in L1Ho:mme Revolte. On the surface Dr.Roux 1 s task seems 
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unequivocql. As a medical doctor caught up in a plague., he is 

called upon to "healn. And he accepts the call unfliniingly, 

while painfully aware of his inadequacy in the face of an over

whelming catastrophe. But it is notnvietoryn he is fighting 

for, and even the final fading away of the plague does not de

ceive him.While listening to cries of joy rising from the to,m., 

11Rieux remembered that such joy is always imperiled ••••.• 4;ha-t" 

that the plague bacillus never dies or disappears for good ••••• 

and that perhaps the day would come whe~1 for the bane and en

lightening of men., it would rouse up its rats again and send 

them fort~to die in a happy city. 11 These are the last words 
<,1~ fA4,, 

of the book, and they s.et foF:tfi once more the human condition. 

But how to meet it - a IiUIM lesson learnt n in a time of pesti

lence '!....Rieux tells us in the preceding paragraph. n Re knew that 

the tale he had to tell oould never be one of final vvietory. 

It could only be the record of what had to be done, and what 

assuredly would have to be done again in the never ending fight 

against terror and its relentless onslaughts ••••• by all who••·• 

strive to be healers." 

11banding together I! as our :r>§l,~PQ~~e to b"eine .. t3.::l:~;1~. T'ne Latin 
I 

term happily blends the elements of b•nding oneself with an 

oath., and of a consnira.ey 1:liming at a positive goal. It lacks 

the aura of resentf"il reaction to what is negative, an aura 

which Camus takes so mueh pain to remove from his notion of 

Rebellion. In a word, it turns our gaze toward that for whiehJ 

rather than that against which, we are to struggle. But perhaps 
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I place too much of a personal. interpretation upon these words. 

Therefore I h1:Id better soell out the specifie ttYeses ri and nNos 11 

which I want them to convey. 

There is a No to Job's submitting to the all too realistic 

display of heavenly fireworks. Considering the many contro

versial issues of textual interpretation little is gained by 

pointing to the s.pparent contradiction between JJlob recanting 

his challenge and God, a moment later, justifying it. On the 

other hand, Job's earlier reply to his friend Bildad: ~!1ILL I 1) i E,. I. 

WILL HOT RENOUNCE INTIGRITY, and the most famous and also 

most tampered with passage in the whole book: HE ~lAY SLAY ME, 

I WILL NOT QUAVER. I WILL DEFEND MY CONDUCT TO HIS FACE, 

p~~D portray the nerect posture 11 in which "Man by himself 11 

is to meet his fate. It is the NO which Ivan Karamazov echos 

when he 11turns his ticket in'' - ll not because KEC:if~:Kf!aru:xn 

~Qfi:j::K he does not acknowlege God, but because he refuses to 

accept the world He erea.ted. Or R:ieux 1 s NO, who believes him

self uto be on the right road .. in fighting against creation as 

1! 

he found it. (The Plague, p.116.) 

No less emphatic is the NO to secular Utopianism, as it 

is embodied in the dominant political movements of our time: 

Co1mnunism and American Progressivism. Tne latter has recent~y 

received a sort of religious sanction f:eom the "Death of God" 

theologians. They are concerned with establishing "a. new mood 

of optimism in American culture •••• This is •••• a worldly 

optimism I am defendingrr, writes William- Hamilton (Radical 
II 

Theology and the Death of God, p~.168-9). It faces despair 
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not with the conviction that out of it God can bring hope, but 

with the conviction that the human condition which created it 

can be overcome, whether those conditions are povwrty, diserimi-

v :nation, or mental illness", And climaxing his secular di thyramb., 

this polar antagonist of Sisyphus proclaims that the new optimism 

11fa.ces death not with the hope of in1mortality, but with the human 

confidence that man may befriend death and live with it as a 

possibility always alongside n. 

This brings us back to the 1sentence 

which the cosmic forces have passed upon us, and to what the in

evitabilitypf Death does to our conjuratio. Earlier I shunned 
h 

the answer to the question wheter the Universe truly perseveres 

in silent indiffer·ence or, by kill;ng us all off, speaks with 

un.~istakable malevolence. Now, if Hamilton is right and we can 

0befriend 17 Death, the Universe reveals itself even in the absence 

of 11 Dearn God as essentially benevolent! 

To speak about these matters is so painfully difficult, not 

only because we approach the ultimate mystery of our existence 

but also because we cannot while living experience Death nfrom 

vd thin ii, All our 11knowledge n is vicarious: stemming from the 11 out

side 11 experience of seeing others die, and from the anticipation 

of our o~TI death. In this situation all affirmations are suspect, 

and contradictions in our speculations do not necessarily refute 

what is surmised. 

One of these contradictions lies on the moral plane. Even 

Cronus for whom Life is ~he ultimate value accepts sacrificial 

death - consenting to being murdered - especially when it is to 
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expiate murder we have inflicted on others1 (The Rebel, p.249). 

Dr. Rieux goes further. His imperative is not abstaining from taking 

the life of others., but 11defending 11 it. But when asked: against whom., 

he can only conf'ess: 11 I haven't a notion. Only I have never managed 

to get used to seeing people die 11 (The Plague, p.117). On the sur

fa.ce a meagre reason - subjective-psychological rather than objective•

moral,-- but we shall see that implied in it is all a man can respon

sibly state about his imperatives1without living beyond his experi~ 

ental capital. Yet what is relevant in the present context, Death 

is .for Camus never a nfriend 11
• Even for God, it might be better., 

says Dr. Rieux., 11 if we refuseK to believe in Him and struggle with 

all our might against death" (117-8), And though it is permitted, 

in certain ~~ 

and ~/circumstanees/\demanded, to give one's own life, it always 

remains a nsacrif'icen. 

From there it is a short step to where we can at les.s t glimpse 

~ 

at Dea.th from within: in tticipating our own death. TheI•e are re-

ports of agnostics who all their life calmly lived with this anti

cipation,and who are said to have passed over the threshold in 

perfect serenity. :!.'his does not seem to be com.mon ex:oerience. 

Even when the imagined act of dying does not strike terror, anti

cipation of the state of 11 t10n-beingH makes most of us feel like 

standing over an unfathomable abyss. 

These experiences ane genuine and cannot be conjureafaway with 

rational or non-rational sp,eulations. And yet there is another 

feeling tonus,~uch less conscious but permeating every act we 

perform and every thought we think. It takes hold of us when we 

try to imagine that., like Homer 7s Sisynhus, "Ne were to succeed 
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in putting Death in chains and in thus removing the limit from 

the nquantity" of our living days. Not only is such infinite 

being no more fathomable than is non-being, bu:b we realixe that, 

with finiteness gone, living has been reduced to mere endurance. 

rrhere is no nhic s.nd nunc n left., and our experiences have lost 

the poignant savor of temporality and thus of a meaningful present 

which bestows on them the modality of life. Far from being an in

tellectual construction this assent to my finiteness as the 

living is roo.ted in my very center. But, and there is 

the rub., it by no means conquers the terror which the e.nticipation 

of non-being strikes in my hes.rt - an inconsistency wh:i.ch I have 

long given up to reconcile. On the contrary, I would be suspicious 

if what we glimpse of non-life through a glass darkly were to fit 
t~fl l 

smoothly into the pattern of life itself. 
W-:.1{ 

~ I think, and this I revert to the open ques"{ion about 
'l .,, 

the neutrality of the Universe, the very inconsistency of such 
fli/.J,O'~~ 

fundamental points to an answer. On one level Death strikes us 
I\' 

indeed as the supreme ~UX evil, and temporality as the curse of 

creation. On another level it reveals itself as the one• event 

which 11orders rr Life, and which cannot be imagined away from any

thin+hich the solitary Rebelx affirms. We may cry out to the 

Universe ror reconciliation, but it will not break its silence. 

Befriending Death is a relapse into sentimentalizing the aloof

ness of the cosmic forces, as abhorr·ing Death is betrayal of 

Life - another unconquerable Dualism. 

But it is high time for me to turn from the NO to the lli:X 

YES. What is there for solitary men to band together for? My 
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a.nswer differs in a subtle but essential manner from that of 

Camusfnd his hero. Maurice Friedman, who fully identifies 

hims.elf with this '1J.fodern Jobn puts his finger on the crucial 

spot when he writes : Camus dialogical (!) rebe~Doctor Rieux, 

stands like Camus himself, for the meeting with concrete every

day reality, rather than for any particular ideology or point 

of viewn (Problematic Rebel p. 437). This is true and, if I 

see it rightly, reveals at one and the same time the superio

rity and the inferiority of Camus• stand, as compared with 

typieal movements .:1:i: political revolt. It is his greatness 

that he shuns abstractions and 1DHCD%~DH unadulterated princ

iples, but deals with the concrete as he eneQunters it from 

da,y t-o day. But when the problem of improvi:ag nsociety" is 

raised, he falls back on romantic visions of syndicalism -

revolutionary trade unionism operating "from bottom to topn-

or o:f theucountry village where the living heart of things 

and of men 11 still beats.(The Rebel, pp 264-5) He harbors 

fra:ak distrust of the trend of industrialism: nindl\tstrial Xlll@ 

soeiet7 will orily open the way to a new civilization by re

storing to the worker the dignity of a ereatorn (p.241) The 

'
1social queationn, underst0od as a problem of DK~DllX 

institutional reform rather than personal agape:. was never 

met head on by Oamus; it remained a tt1imit 11 set to individual 

freedom by a trans-individual Nemesis. 

The wisdom and compassion which effuse from Camus• writings 

must not be lost. Yet only anarchic illusion ean fail to realize 
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~hat., as often as not, the attempt to meet the concrete here and now 

is frustrated by the inertia if not enmity of ~he institutional en

vironment. Delicate as the p1~oper he.lane e between the individual 

and the collective is~ and ls bound to remain, as will presently 

be shown., the goal of the_co~nj,uratio set to this human era is 

collective. And just because true goals a.re always concrete it is 

to discovery and invention on this front that the solitary men of 

this age must band together. 

Can we def'ine the feasible range of our .£2.njuratiG7 If Jesus 

had said: "YOU will always have,,suffaring vdth youn, we would not 

want to contradiet ll(D{~«fiH him from .the distance of 2.000 

yea.rs. But we must contradict h1.s predictiollj. that we shall al

ways have the poor with us. It was for the delineation of spheres 

of life DI such as these that., many years ago., Max Brotlpointed 

to che distinction between 1tavoidable 1
• and 
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"unavoidable 11 evil, incidefntally relating the fight against 

a.voidable evil to the fundamental teachings of .Judaism. In

deed this is the ever valid pr•escription for what men are to 

band together, because it is a flexibly rule. And such flexi

bility cannot be dispensed with because what is unavoidable is 

historically not fixed once and for all. Mass poverty was an 

invincible enemy on the technological level of antiquity, as 

a l:tfe span of three score and ten is a limit which medical 

science and social hygiene have not yet y managed to break 

on the large scale. But today a decent sttindard of living 

is, at least in principle, within the reach of everyjsociety, 

however woefully most of them lag behind. And whether 

man can live for a full century or more, is now a challenge to 

science, and not the verdict of inexorable fate. 

Placing these matters in the context of Man's existential 

status helps us to take the convuljions .;/;; our age f'or what 

they are: symptoms of a historical :mutation. At first J[IltK 

sight this mutation appears as the product of modern science 

and technology. But in looking below the surface we begin to 

realize tha.t scientific and technological progress are only 

the major weapons in a global strug le for material and spir-
krt.~.At.,..,Q 

itual Emancipation. This strugg eAWest and East, rich and 

poor, power holders and subjects, women and children together 

with men, the traditional protagonists of history. And though 

struggle¢ takes on many guises, they e.re all va:t:iants of the 

one aim of casting off the fetters of past: the tyrannical rule 

of a harsh nature, of often harsher human masters and, the topic 
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of this letter, of the still harsher beoa.use una.ppea:i:"~)?~~ ve~d,i9t 
. ,-,~~,·: ~·""";, • .,.,_ o· ,.,, ,,,,;.,, 

of transcendent Gods. This anyhow is the meaning I read in the 

unceasing political uphea.vels, domestic and international, in 

, the process of world-wide economic development, in the so-callai 

sexual revolution coupled with a. ne·w education, in the probing 

of the unconscious by science and art and, last but not least, 
WMt-

in the growing indifference of the mitsses in the ~ to organ-

ized religion, eonoo:mmtant with the erosion of theology as examp

lified in Buber's or Schweitzer 1 s mysticism, Tillich's Nee-Pan

theism, or the radical Imma.nentism of Bonhoeffer and his o 

disciples. 

Western intellectuals ean be grouped according to whether 

they are with or against this struggle for emancipation. Almost 

a11ttscientists 1
i are with it., very fewuhumanists 11 are. Even many 

onoe open-minded critics of the past - from Schumpeter andOrtega 

y Gasset to Toynbee and T.S.Eliot - joined the opposition when 

Tocqueville's prediction proved true that the new order of 
some 

llequlityrr would three.ten lmlt/of i:;lJ,~ cu,Jtural 

from millenia of mass servitude. 
~~- -''""' 

OAl 
T'.ney"' right 

values inhe;t;tted 
~,,,,,= ·--, 

in refusing blind:cy-

; ;;:,,~--" ----/--
to ride the wave tthe future • But skeptiea1 with.dra,val or weak-

kneed retur:n to the fold appears to me as a worse utrahison des 

clercs 11 than the one exposed ,£,y Benda during the communist honey

moon in the early twenties. T.his one deprives the struggle for 

emancipation of what it is most in need of: intellectual and 

moral guardians. 
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Th~.se comments make lt clear that my own stand is with that 
' .:;'I ' • 

'71--1, t,t~•"t,~1: V) Jt1..1/; vi) 
strugglbr·and tnat I welcome the advances of science and techno-

logy which sustain the attack. This does not blind me to the 

dangerous strain which the very speed of 11progressu and social 

transformation imposes on personality structure, human relations, 

social and political organization. I share the fear that, :5.n 

its forward rush, the human race may actually des-croy itself, 

by irresponsibly tampering with the genetic process., by ruthless

ly misusing the awsome potentialities of the new chemistry and 

nmanipulati ve 11 psychology, not to mention atomic and bacterio

logical warfare. But Pandora's box has been opened, and not 

only yesterday. It is another romantic delusion to indict 

the twentieth century for our contemporary predicaments. They 

have their roots in centuries back, and the so-called liberat-

/ ors of mankind \tall share in the responsibility - from Hamu

rapi to Socrates:and Kant, from Wyckliff to Luther and Gandhi, 

from Cromwell to the signers of the Declaration of Independence 

and Karl Marx, from Copernicus to Darwin and Freud. There is 

no Arcadia to turn back to and., es I will argue below, if there 

were we ought to shun it. Certain ages in the past were more 

successful in concealing misery, cluelty and even bloodshed 

from the observer. But,in the face of the horrors our genera

tion had to witness, I believe that no historical era was as 

conscious as is ours of the command. that avoidable evil is to 

be fought. 

Such emnha.tic affirmHtion o.f the collective tasks of the 

conjuratio can after all be misunderstood 1as secular Utopianism. 
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So let me say once more that, though I am second to no 11radica.1 11 

theologian in endorsing the institutionalized attack on povertyfl,--,4' 

of aspects of therthuman condition11 which even moral effort at 

its most perfect cannot eradicate. Once again it is Death and 

the tempora.lity not only of our persons but of our accomulish

ments, that throw/, a dark shadow of doubt over all oun struggles 

and goals. And the forewarn-m.ng of the entropic destiny of every

thing that displays order and form raises the suectre of uni

versal meaninglessness. 

This rather than the dangers evoked by our moral d.ef'ects 

is the crucible of any conjurat~o: t? know that we and our 
h' !.r.P1:,Jc. ,,l 

works will be d,fstroyed, and yet /'T,O 
11me.intain our inti:,g:ri tyn • 

I know of no argument to support this existential paradox by 
,~•"''"'""'"' 

which most of us live most of the time. Nor am I, or for that 

matter any one else, capable of decichering the hidden meaning. 

And yet we live by the evidence that the 11here and now" has a 

meaning which metaphysical or theological re.tionalizatiolf,an~ 

Still, awareness of our true 11limits" adds a 

sombre shade to the coloring of every experience. Or, as I 

said in my letter to Ernst Bloch: the melodies of our lives are 

not played in C-maj or. Even the cls.rion call which su:mmons us 

to our conjuratio rises over a thorough-bass which sounds in 

a minor keyo In Bloch's own words: true optimism if it is to 

elude hybris is draped with crape. 
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But at this very point a formidable challenge arises. In 

c11Aing to ordinary experience, am I not artif:mi.lly narrowing my 

focus, passing over evidences on which Judaeo-Christian Metaphysics 

and Religion have built their eschatolo 
- -· - --,,,,.~ .... ,,,~. __.,, -

stories'?· Do 

not the BXft~ revelations communicated through the medium 

of Grace assure us of the ultimate justification of our fragmen

tary e:dstenee and its fragmentary accomplishments? fwere these 

11:revelationsn really confined to the mystical experience of a 

11beyond 11
, I would have to repeat whs.t I said earlier about the 

jl .Ir., 

truth value of all affirmations of a Dear 11 God: i:ney are unarguable 

and irrelevant for those who have not seen the vision or heard the 

voice. But this is just not so, and the religious agnostic meets 

with what to him are immanent experiences, which however seem to 

partake of the aura th1'lt envelops the intuitions of' the 17believern. 

Judge for yourself when I relate to you sueh an experience. Last 

fall we took our grandchildren to a performance of Mozart 1 s Figaro. 

During the first two acts I felt very tired and unable to listen 

with more than a detached interest. Now, as you will remember, in 

the third act the Countess and Suzanne conspire against the Count 1 s 

philandering by contriving a billet doux which is to trick hi:m into 

a rendez-vous leading to his final unmasking. The letter is com

posed before our eyes to the sound of a famous duet, the Countess 

dictating and Suzanne repeating what she writes. I have known the 

v melody since my childhood and have heard innUlllberable times. Anyhow 
I'\ 

knowing the opera. uractics.lly by heart I did not expect anything 
~-•' 

Hnew" to hanpen. It did. \'v'hile the duet was proceeding I found 

myself suddenly transposed to a level of emotion which no Prometheus 
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can Hconquern, access to which cannot be m~mipulated, for which 

there is no open sesame. 
,-. __ :j__ 

(yve would miss the essence of such experiences were we to 

equate them with aesthetic intuitions. Not all music opens this 

door:,;- Beethoven's rarely and even :Mozart's g-minor symphony points 

to a different dimension. On the other hand, the smile of a child, 

the scent of a flower, the call of a bird, the sun setting over 

the Vermont hills or rising behind the sno11vy peaks of the Engadin -

J any event however sublime or trivial/ in itself can sEn·ve as vehicle 

of this emotion. .Arnong the artistic occasions which opened this 

region of experience to me, I remember my first viewing of Gior

!2}0ne1s Venus, the sight of Concordia's Temple in Agrigento, or 

Orpheus' aria exalting transfigured nature in Gluck 1 s opera (for 

obvious reasons I do not mention encounters with "religiousn art.) 

However different among themselves, these particular media a.11 con

vey a profound and noble :message. The contrary seems true of the 

Letter Duet in J?iiaro. On the surface the 11 teral meaning of the 

scene as enacted by the two ladies is nothing if not lightb.e.arted .. 

But v,re only need remember the nostalgic aria of the Countess, which 

precea_es the duet, to grasp the darker undertones which are ils_uf'

gehoben 11 in what is taking place - the term understood in Hegel's 

meaning as novercome and yet preservedn. The same is tr-,.e of an

other Mozart scene listening to ,v!:1ich has more ths.n once raised 

for me the magic curtain: the duet of the two ~.IE[ he1"oines 

in the first act of Cosi Fan Tutte, after their lovers took leave 
l ;,\J 

:fr•om them. There the plot is positively frivolous, since the men 

only pretend to go to battle; they plan to return presently in dis-
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guise to twst the faithfulness of their beloved. And yet the melo

dy resounds the sweet sorrow that iiI every parting awakens. 

Still., such allua.ions completely fa.il to give verbal expres

sion to the content of these messages. It is of its essence that 
-11-

such content cannot b!B conceptualized, though it can be sung., 

painted, danced,9r nprehendeduin the inscrutable sights and in

articulate sounds of Nature. Nothing is gained"- but the integ

rity of the experience is violated, if the ~ttempt is made to re

late these "messages 11 to § transcendent "sender 11
, especially if 

the nnoise n of metaphysical and theologice.l speculation is offered 

as a true reading. We cannot deny these experiences, but we must 

learn to live with their mystery. 

More can be said about the mood in which the recipient finds 

-~ 
:i.:tself. The most fitting vrnrd that occurs to me is SERENITY. 

This is what Schiller must have meant when he v,rrote: Ernst 1st 

das Leben, heiter ist die Kunst. A strange unity of propinquity 

and distance, of participation and aloofness, beyond libido but 

also beyond agape because beyond striving and caring, filled with 

vital power but all energies flowing towards the receptive an

tennae - the opposite pole to the 11 earnestnmood of emittins; 

energy in which the particeps conjuratiopis goes about his busi

ness. 

And yet the conduits of nemittingtare not simply cut off from 

the conduits of 11receiv1ng. 11 ExDeriencing consu...'1mlate Serenity -

my psychological M.llJiiliKfl~ substitute for ontological Grace -

is like spending a night in the depth of dream.less sleep. Th.is 

does not by itself further our diurnal undertakings , but itnre-
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charges our batteriesu for their performance. In a similar manner 

we draw power of will and strength of purpose from an experience 
"'.i,"~ 

which is beyond our willing and serves no purpose. Moreover, 

in moving us into a dimension in which success and failure, fear 

and hope have no place, we touch for a fleeting moment the point 

where even temporality loses its sting:~ fulfilled present. 

Is the relationship mutual? If the rare instants of con

summate Serenity give us strength for the days and years of our 

active effo:bts, ean these efforts open the barriers that ordina-____ .,,, .. ~.~ 
rily block our entrance into the fulfilled present? As the Chris

tian Doctrinep .Qf Good Works states it: they cannot. It is of 

the essence of these experiences that they be not contrived. I 

know nothing of the state of mind which certain Eastern practices 

of meditation, not to mention chemical short-cuts from opium to 

LSD, are said to produce. But I suspect that they all lacl-c the 

feature of naturalness which attaches to the 11 spontaneous 11 exper

ience. Though lighting un a region which lies ordinarity in dark

ness, it is a region in which we feel at home. What it reveals 

does not bear the mark of startling novelty but, like the images 

in Plato's anamnesis, of la.tent f'amiliari ty. . 

Because it is beyond the reach of the purest intention and 

noblest deed our lives, singly and collectively, cannot be built 
) 

on waiting for this gift. In this~ Catholic moderaton saw deep-

er than the extremism of Luther and Calvin. Good works - the tasks 

of the conjuratio.-.though not exhausting the range of human exper

ience, are the daily bread of our existence. They are that which 

can be willed, and therefore is under the comm.and of the Ought, 
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about which more will be s~id presently. It is essential to will 

what can be willed, even if all cannot be willed. In a striking 

parallel a profound witticism has it that Jesus asked us to love 
1,:i 

our neighbor, not: to like him. 
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The Russian Orthodox Church kno,vs the custom of the "faithless 

prayer 11
• It concerns those who have temporarily fallen out of Grace. 

They are enjoined to continue praying even if their hearts are empty. 

This is not meant as a magic contrivance to restore faith, but as a 

way of keeping oneself prepared for the gift of faith if - not: when -

it is offered. Perhaps in being serious about the human ~onjuratiop 

and its aim of improving the fUture,we do the best we can to remain 

open for the serene present. 

3oWe are alone but we band together - pnly this ce.n validate our 

existence. rrL.'1. our daily trials, rebellion plays the same role as 

does "cogito"in the category of thought: it is the first clue. 

But this clue lures the individual from his~ solitude. Re

bellion is the com.~on grotifi on which every man bases his first values. 
I rebel - therefore we exist.ff (The Rebel, p. 28). In this passage 

Camus places his primary experience of Rebellion side by side with 

the Ce.rt ian. By actually substituting my Credo-which anyhow is 
) not identicgl with that of Camus - for Descartes-., I go a step 

further, It is a step in the direction of your own thinking, as it 

has taken shape in your recent book. You deny the primacy of ncogito", 

that is, of pure consciousness, which you conceive as an abstraction 

from what is truly concrete and-the bearer of the 11dyi'lamics of the 

real""': $t.li ving force transf'o1"'med into action 11where inwardness act

ively transcends itself into the outward and continues itself~ 
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into it"with its actionsn. 'lnere the ego exists nat once with it

self (intensive) and in the midst of the world (extensive)" 

But, and I am not sure whether you will follow me ths.t far, 

what is to be validated on this level of JJI:ftifJ primary experience 

is not a II sum11 but a n12mmus 11
• In other words, the isolated self 

seems to me no less an abstraction from concrete realit"Yfthan is 

pure consciousness, with which it is intimately related. This is 

not meant as a romantic hypostasis of the mind/ of the self into 

a.ugroup mind 11 or of the individual body into a member of a mystical 

communal body - it refers to the content that is experienced by 

the intensive-extensive body in which the self exists. When-

eve;r, '.inwardness transcends itself by not only acting the out-

ward but by also being acted upon from the outward, others are 

present in our experience. 

Now it is essential to realize that, though this experience 

refutes the idea of a monadological isolation of the theoretical 

self, it does not as such establish a 11wen• At least in principle 

• -lot. 
the world might meet us as pure resist,mce, frustrating rather than 

yielding to our self-transcending actions) as indeed it often does. 

It is a singular mode of interaction, of which the mother-child 

relation 1s probably the original pattern, that establishes the 
.e 

nwen - a mode to which the archetypical 9onjuratio1?fs dedicate them-

selves by a solemn oath. Thus only when and to the extent to which, 

it is nwe 11 who band to ther in the fight 
-•-.,,:_:_:.:_::_,L-i ~·· 

ida.ble evil, 

ll 11 
and not merely a solitary I rebellinEi; in the mode or Sisyphus, do 

we exist. 

What is the nature of this we? How is it distinguished from 



the I's of which it is composed? It certainly is neither a super

self nor a mere a,gregate of the component selves. If I referred 

above to a singular process of interaction as the source of the 

we, I go now further by identifying such_we with the individual - .~ 

selves in the process of spontaneous and soli~ry interaction. We 

are really back at the old story of the nature of universals., 

Abelard's solution to which is the answer to our problem. When 

asked about the nature of the community of Chr•ist I s disciples, 

he answered that neither was it the twelve disciples each taken 

singly in his natural state, nor a thirteenth~ over and above 

the living twelve, but it was these twelve when gathered together 

in the spirit of Christ. 

It is of more than classificatory interest to have the rif.):lt 

answer to this question. This answer must serve as the beacon, 

guidi~g and warning, for the contemporary struggleH of Emancipa

tion to find its bearings between the Scylla of anarchy and the 

Charybdis of collectivist tyranny. What is at stake can be demon-

strated on a typical example. Recently Dr.Glenn T. Seaborg., the 

Head of the US Atomic Energy Commission, in an otherwise admirable 

survey of recent scientific and technological achievements and im

minent breakthroughs, summed up by saying: "Today we have more f1°ee

dom of choice than any of our ancestors ever had••• We have more 

freedom from ignorance, superstition and iron-clad tradition and, 

as a result., more fr·eedom to change - to control and direct our 

future, our creative evolution •••••• I believe that we can be 

masters of our fate". 

I am now not concerned with the Utopianism to which these wordsfH--
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vent and wbich recognizes no intrinsic limit to what Man can do. 

Rather I ask: who are the "weu that have more freedom than their 

ancestors, that control "our'' future and can be masters of nour 1t 

fate? There is only one realistic answer: the scientists and tech

nicians and those who wield the power to apply these discoveries 

and :i.nventions or to authorize the rest of us to make use of them. 

This is not meant to reopen the fundamental t\ssaes boune. up with 

the organ5.zation of any large--seale society, or to raise doubt 

about the need in such societies for an administrative body ot 
', "" 

functionaries who plan and exeeute on behalf of others. Rather 

I 11•dsh to emphasize that, as a direct consequence of the modern 

scientific and tech:nologieal revolution., the ancient puzzle of 

nquisjeustodiet ipsos custodes 11 has become much more complex. 

Let us face ls:~ the fact the,t., all through history, freedom 

of individual decision-making has been safeguarded by the impotence 

of potential violatjf.r,s rather than by their good intentions. Ad

ministrative ineff'icieney, sparseness of communication., absence 

of en organized police force and, last but not least, rivalry 

among the powerholders themselves, lately institup.onalized as 

constitutional checks and balances - these and, in the 6hristian 

~ra,the fear of Hell on the part of rulers, set limits to central 

control and abuses. Even during the "darkern ages such limits en

forced by circumstances assured a fair scope for individual dis-
ism 

cretion. Conversely the danger of Totalitarian/has been steadily 

increasing with the widening range of' ei:fective adm.Lnis 0.1:ation and 

communication within and beyond the borders of the national states. 

T.b.e spread of atomic technology, of automated production, of soci§:1 
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hygiene including nopulation control, of electronic media of communi

cation :withi:n and-·~&--~-~~-naA:ri~-&l:-.a.t&t@,St..- not to 
; 

mention arms control and accelerated economic development, are bound 

to shift the ern:ohasis even more strongly to centrs.lized decision

making. I com9letely disregard any sinister intentions on the part 

of the holders of power - these growing assaults on individual f'ree

dom are the price for .ft:J- security and rising standard of living. 

It has been antly said~it will be much simpler to emancipate Man

kind than Nlan, which is indeed ~he stated aim of Dostoevskj 1 s Grand 

Inquisitor, the most benevolent of dictators ever conceived. 
~ 

There is danger that these very fashionable warnings are(Under-

stood as a nostalgic plea for the return to the conditions of nine

teenth century Europe and North .America, as they present themselves 

in retrospect. Such a plea is false romanticism for two reasons. 

Very few people would be prepared to pay the price Xil!i! for such 

return ln terms of poverty, social insecurity, low life expectation 

and material &ti, .aoi:P::t'~bij.. squalor .. Moreover, even under the aspect 
-:....,._.<-'~'"" ~~·· --~•"" -

of personal freedom that century offered promises rather than ful-

filments. The significant exception is the intelligen~~a whose 

members, both as professionals and as freelancers, enjoyed a degree 

of independance from collective pressure for which there is no par

alle~in any other era of history including classical Athens. Tb.is 

being the most if not the only articulate group in every society, 

it is small wonder that it now responds to s.ny new encroachments 

upon its pr'iVileges with the passion with which vested interests 

are generally defended. 

Many, though certainly not all, such encroachments are direct-
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ly related to the changed position of the intelligen•fia in the 

social hierarchy. To anply a term of Mannheim's, up to the first 

World War the Western intelligent'ia ws.s nun.attachedH, not only be

cause its members wanted it so, but also because the holders of 

political and economic power had no use for their services. 

This has drastically changed during the laat generation, and is 

likely to change even more with the growing bureaucratization 

and scientific organization, of all social functions. In the 

society of the future the role of the intellectual will be much 

closer to that o.f the medieval cleric - with consequences for his 

outlook and social responsibility which Ma1thew Arnold was one of 

the .first to foresee. There is no immutable yardstick for what 

is the nbest 11 relationship between individual freedom and group 

order, independent of the socio-technological framework in which 

a society operates Not only must freedom possessed be guarded 

by eternal vigilance, but the very meaning of freedom to be 

achieved needs be discovered anew in every historical epoch. 

I vvill come back to this problem on the solution of which 

the ultimate suecess of the struggle for world-wide Emancipation 

may well depend. ~ liiith increasing centralization of power as 

our inevitable fate, all I want to stress here is that, never 

less than today may we take the existence and preservation of 

a genuine nwett for granted. Though it is both the source and 

the goal of the .. qon.}'uratio as earlier defined, it is not em

bodied in every social grouping, nor is all collective action 

in its service. 

Do fallacies of thought undermine the certainty of the 
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Cartes1an Ego? Hardly, since it is in the act of thinking that 

the Ego is supposed to come to itself. However, banding together 

for some arbitrary ~oal does not in equal measure constitute a 
,,~; ,-•~•~•-•«~w,..._· c,~,•>"•'""~ '""""'"-''"'" 

11we 11 • ~~XliKfii:iffl]iXKKll~ Only in banding together in the 

., 
11 manner .. ,,.,,,.,.,,,.,,,.:.,,:.~;,,,,,.,-,, the ensuing collec ti vi ty find 

its validation as a 11we". Such interr·elationship is not one of 

rinaturaln Being but one of Ought. 

Note the dat'6. Vfuereas the preceding pag~·s were written 
down in an uninterruui;ect flow within 11 da;i,s/:.. as if some gracious 
Co~ntes __ s die ,;::a~ed them T tcr:~: - a~ot~e~ ~~·!1c~has ._-~now passed with 
noth:tng to s.uOVv for. _ did ~Rnt_t.nU"' j,,ut ':>OD b01:c,ged down soon -
why? There is an obvious reas'b'.t'..l.., wl?,.y,,..the 11mB.gic 11 of the experiment, 
so potent in the first phase, ha:¢1:'<to peter out. I did not notice 
it while I was at it, but the ,,e,Tfort was considerable for an eld
erly gentleman. Still., I ari;r/afraid,"',,;t;here is a more serious reason 
which is connected.n: with .,.:Bfie substance"',Qf what I would like to put 
on ua.per (which concernt( the place of .tli' in mv view of the 
world-~: I feel much ;l.e'ss sure=-'o:f'"'niy-groun ii'i,;;;;,;,;,.,,~,·· ca.me into the 
open in the argtuneJA,ia.tive mien I suddenly a:21·,~p.;"!led., and which three.t
enec1 to transfo1Jl(' the letter into a npa.:oer n. ''<f{ot only is this con
trary to my i!l,irentions but being, quite unasham'e,qlyLa dilettant in 
these matte~~ scholarly guise does not fit me at·,,~11.. All depends 
now wheth~r I can regain the nlight 11 tone and the la,ck of concern 

unco"'!,e'red flanks - else I had better give up. 
/ 



II. Being and. Ought - Me.n the Hybrid. 

If it is true that the 11wen relationship is not one of natural 

Beinr:~ but one of Oug.ht, it seems that I have crossed a critical 
A,~t~. .. 

Y"''bo~dary with my last remarks in Section I. So f'ar I have claimed 

· ,/ that everything --- \Vi thin the realm of 11pr5.mary ex-

perience n. Man confront 
£-<rt,,<:::Ii'"• ... ,--

an aiie;lUniverse - his banding to-

gether with others to sustain a.n alws:ys precarious life over which 
~~--,,-,,:::,-~//' --f~i-- - #?r••f";_b; 

a.n unappeala1:)le death sentence has - indeed t\:[ese 

are existential 
t•fJf~ 

wh:tch can be read in the ~/ute facts of ex-

perience. But now I have qualified the manner of our_ banding to

gether, assigning to it the specific task of creating a. nwen, an 

interrelationship among the selves which in tur·n is subject to the 

conditions of snontaneity and sol rity. And ln looking back , rexg~ 

even wha.t I ss.ld about the struggle age.inst .avoidable evil and the 

historical form of univers Emencipation it assu.mes in our era, 

now appe~irs as anything but a natural mutation: it neveals itself 

as a smnmons to modern Man which he cs.n .9.ccept or refuse. "\ffho 

summ.ons? 'Wnat are the precise terms of the call? Vfua.t is its 

ground of validity'? Can I read the aaswer to these questions 

a.lso in facts of expe"rience'? 

Alas, my existentialist friends are of little help to me at 

this point. They have recourse to a Decisonis;rn: ,vhich is aptly 

expressed in ·rfagner I s Meistersinger when Walter Stolzing, trying 

to compose his Preislied, asks Hans Sachs: ·,vie fe.ng ich nach der 

Regel an'l and receives the answer: Il1r stellt sie selbst und fol.gt 

ihr dann! The inevitable result is nvalue re:ta:tiv:tsm11 
- in principle 

as many rules as there are rule-givers;-while the exclusive reliance 
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on a deciding 11willll as source of any leaves the validity 

of that which is willed, to say the least, in suspense. 

At first sight I seem to have adopted the same position in 

the last chapter of ~11:conomic Kno,vl~ when I refused to set 

any absolute standards for the determ:i.nation of economic goals. 

In reality I e.dopted the position of sciemtific value relativism, 

which denies that ve.lues can be esta.blished as intersubjectively 

vf1lid by discursive rea.sonin,g. ¥~nether there is 
'' " ,,,,,,,,,.,M',''·"' ,,,A 

other 

of establishing them I did not discuss. As a matter of fact, 

this problem was very much in my mind at the time, and all my 

recent flirtations witb. mox•al and poli tlcal philosophy ce.n be 

traced to this origin. To that erlent what I am going to say in 

the follovdng pages fits into the con'!';ext of the paper you have 

consented to prepare for that distant Conference, and it may 

stimulate you by at least raising your blood pressure. 

W]:1en I now da .. re to stump over ground whe:r'e geniusses fear 

to tread, I want you to believe me/ that I a.m aware of my fool

hardiness, tha.t I do not pretend to any originality in the face 

of a p:gilosophical discourse which has been going on for more 

than 2000 yee,rs and, as I sa:td before, that I hold no dogmatic 

convictions but am awkv\Tardly groping toward the light. Though 

a number of issues will be touched upon, it :ts really one and 

only one -croposition which I want to expound: that the Ought, 

and this includes its content - the jood - as well as its im

perative mode, is indeed a fact of experience. Moreover, even 

the validity of both is rooted. . To les your shock let 

me add that I shall ba.se my nroposit:ton - so often refuted and 

with such good res.sons - on a particular understanding of trie 

nature of experience, But it is true that what I am going to 
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1
implicitly denies any entological foundation of the Ought, 

as the term has been traditionally employed. In other words, 

I extend, my "i:mmanentistn view of the world also to the realm 

of values a.nd nor'ms, and yet I claim that I escape relativism. 
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Before presenting my case I had better ad:.ri.ti t f:l'.1'om the outset 

that,~ even if it should be true that "knowledge of the goodn 

and its obligatory nature can be accomodated within the realm of 

existence without any appeal to a separate realm of "essences 11 , 

such experiental monism cannot bridge the primary dualistic gap. 

Since only Man is subject to an Ought, of the content e.nd imper

ative character of which he alone :ts aware, the split remains bet

ween Man and the rest of the Universe ( which I will henceforth 

d.efine s.s Nature with a capital Nt Perhaps I should guard my 

rear by not dogmatically confining awa.reness of an Ought to the 

l:1uman species, but should grant its possible present~ in other 

species dwelling min unknown regions of the Universe or, of greater 

relevance to me, make allowance for gli~es of such awareness in 

higher animals - I ref'er to my adventure.$ with dogs and, of course, 

to lioness Elsa. It would not be surprising if, as is usual with 

borderlines, the one which separates Man from Nature were. also 

fuzzy. 

But 'Nherever we dra.w the line, so long as we draw a line as 

we must, manlike creatures fraught with an Ougb.t ~.!llerg~, in the 

technical sense of the word, as a disconttnu.ity in the pro€fess 

of Evolution. In stating ·t.his so bluntly , I place myself in 

opposition to speculations - ~·t;~n:eel:-·1:1;1•"·¢r:bJ:01:1t:11'5h~JJ?a ... :eX:om· 

Ar1s::ta~a:~•:c"1¥i;;.:J1Jft¼·i5'ei±~:ad-·~0,:dill'::::i::Ln~~·· a boil t 8..Y2~n ti a in a 

stone or a tree latently anticipating what lllfan manifestly poss-
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esses. I don't think that what ~ -you say in your boolr about 
fJ-tc~ 

11 inwardness n in living processes be1:t1 the le~el of consci'Q:usness 
/\ 

necessarily falls in the same category, but caution is advisable. 

And Fortmann, '!};lo tee ts such "inwardness n even in plants, goes 
\? 

certainly too far. Anyhow such speculations, which are bare of 

any empirical foundation, appear to me as blasphemies against the 

mystfery of gmergence, a rationalistic crime which is not atten

uated by the fact that it is :e,,e,:rg,m::·a:il;M;erperpet\(ated in the name 

of 11 systematien unlty. 

Thus my world remains split into two 11 sub-worlds 11 : the human 

species aware of an Ought, and Nature which not only is indiffe:r-
"" 

,.,.,..,.,__ 

ent but also beyond the reach of any imperative that would permit 

to judge it. On the contrary, we can now see that the very term 

11 indifferencen when applied to Nature has an anthropomorphic 

ring. Nature can be called indifferent only when seen in the 

light of Man's capability to ncare". And yet, posing the Du.al

ism in this simplistic manner as a clean-out dichotomy bet,rveen 

Man and Nature glosses over a cardinal fact the:t; constitutes 

as we know him. It is of the essence of Man that he is parj of 

Nature., and I am not speaking of his body only. Or as I had 

better say: his Emergence from Nature has been fragmentary only, 

and what c1id emerge - let me call it I'l18.n 1 s Humanity - has only 

imperfectly emancipated itself from sub-hums.n b.ends. 
,.,:,_"', 0-,-., ., 

I am using again the term Emancipa,tion, but now it ints 

to fetters other than these in the breaking of which I see 

m.odern Man engaged. These, as I find them earlier, are extern-
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J,, 

al constrairt'§ imposed by his naturs.l envi:l':onmE:,nt., his fellow 

men end false Gods. I am speaking of internal constraints 

which his tructure 

his evolving into ty. 

If this is to make sense I must add two qualifications. 

Though my con~ern is with the moral dimension of what has emerged., 

I do not over•look that the Human has other dimensions - ratio-

nal, aesthetic, religious (as I understand it!) - which distinguish 

it qualitatively f'rom the Sub-Human. But., in assigning here pride 

of place to the moral dimension, I do not think that I distort the 

true proportions. T'.ais is the dimension in which the course of 

Mants Evolution., if not his physical survival, will be decided, 

and thus also that of all human qualities. 
I\ 

The second qualification is more important to me. In speak-

ing of Evolution, o.r earlier of li1ntation, I am only conce1"ned with 

qualities of mind ,end body which rea.l Man displays. This does not 

exclude that the relat:lonships and dependencies of the elements 

which are fused in bis evolution-

ary change, and that., as I firmly believe, the very survival of 
-~'= n""•'*''" -

the h&m.an race depends a chs.nge. But at this point I 

want to empha.size that wh~t is "natural r1 :tn lvian is not essentially 

conflict with what is 11hum.an~1 As I shall presently explain, 

the (11I1uman1:) in my sense of the term is identipa:t ':i th 

to the realization of which the Ought summons 1lU:l us. But the nus 11 

so sunnnoned and carrying out the swnmons includes the vital ener-

~~ gies of our •~ being. The Good remain.s a bloodless shs.dow 

of the imagination and the ~ight an impotent whimper, unless both 
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are constantly nourished by these in themselves 11neutraln forces 

which join Man to Nature at large. I shall argue below that the 

intrinsic indifference to Good or Evil, which these vital energies 
"'"'-,.,:;:~~"~"'"""'"' ;#q; 

DEUr v11thin us share vdth the cosmic forces without, is the major 

obstacle to our aehieving full Humanity, and is thus the target of 

the challenge of the Ought. But even if one day the Human in us 
""i( 

were to win out making us pursue ,the, "good only and always 11 aus 
¼,,,,,~.,,¾,-" 

Neigungu - to quote Schiller's profound quip against Kant - what 

is"naturalr' in Man would still provide the power which alone can 

transform 111ifaigung" into "aetionn. 

You may wonder why I waste time on what is little more than 

a platitude. T:he reason is that I want to stress the realism of 

all I am saying, dissociating myself explicitly from all image~ 

of a transfigured "New Being 11 as foretold by some of the Prophet,s, 

by Christian doctrine for the aeon .following the 8eeond. Corning of 

Christ or, lUl1 with pseudo-scientific claims, by Teilhard for his 

Omeg~ .• 

( What I mean by Humanity has no chiliastic overtones nor must 

it wait for miraculous intervention. It is set to Man as he is 

as his supreme task even if, being Man, he is bound to fulfil it 

imperfeetly only. 

Let me now finally turn to my main topic: the nature of the 

Good and the content of the Oug.ht. In fact, the essence of what 

I 1-mow about this I have already stated when speaking of a genuine 

ttwen as a spo_!1t~!)..!.9Us_,sol~§,arz interrel~tionshiE•. As I said then, 

1 I actually equate such ~ a nwe n with the Good, seeing in it the 

fulfilment of Man's Humanity. C.S.Lewis, in a little book en-
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titled The Abo~ition of Man~ has drawn up a,list of the moral ideals 
. 

~~ 

,/ whieh the great religious and philosophical have advanced over the 
ii. 

millenia. Not only did he discover a striking coincidence, but the 

gist of what so coincides is precisely the nwen I am pointing to. 
,;_;:~""· 

This remark is not meant as an appeal to authority nor as expressing 

the belief that validation can be found in unanimity. But it makes 

the problem of value relativism appear less formidable, even if dis

senting voices, from Ecclesiastes to Nietzsche, must not be suppressed. 

Just because there is such wide agree~ent on fundamentals certain 

divergent nuances are worth noting. ~ney will come into the open 

when I now comment in greater detail on the tb.1~ee attributes I have 

assigned to a genuine "we 11
• 

1) The 11we" is an,,interrelationshi:e. This is to express my conviction, 

already indicated in my reference to Abelard, that even in the most 

perfect association the selves are to preserve their individuality 

and are not to be dissolved in a 11hig.,her 11 totality. There my Western 

background comes into the open. It also makes me reject the Upani

shadic maxim of 1:1:at _ Tvmm .A_~i, which eri tics of modern individualism 

like to cite. Not only does this maxim proclaimsa static identity 

rather than a dynamic coordination among the selves, but it traces 

such identity to another one, :namely bet·ween )he individual creatures 
~:~;:~••••'° •• < 's~~,, 

and the universal Brahma. J:nc.~~L~md~-enh:~~s:ccf1""s ~myth 7 

-------- . . 

of the lovers who seek each other a_s_J;iw:~--,e-eparated parts striving for 

reunion, does not );;),~-,·a·;imil~r belief 

~:!E~~,::~~:r.tpi:1n&E.tr~~i~;'*•::~:" i ; [ 

The t~ue nature of seems 

pressed in the Biblical exhortation: Love your neighbor M :;y_ourse).:L. 
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I am at the moment not concerned with the meaning of n1oven in this 

comm.and, not an easy question to which I shall return below. What 

matters here is the nas yourselfn. It points, as it were, to a 

consanguinity of the selves without demanding the surrender of.their 

selfhood. Though the selves are enjoined to overcome their separate

ness, the existential faet of such separateness is acknowledgedl. Con

sanguinity seems to be a fitting symbol for a relationship that binds 

the selves even irrespe«btive of their forming a 0 we 11
• It points to 

the umbilical cord which ties us physically to an ancestry to which 

innumerable others, known and mostly unknown to us, are equally tied, 

and with whom we share lfan • s fate as spoken of' earlier. 

2) If 11 interrelationship 11 among the selves rs.ther than "isolationn or 

11 identi tyn is to describe the structure of the "we r1 • solidari tz./is 

to define its substance. Much would have to be added to make the 

meaning of this attribute of th.e 11we 11nrecise. My earlier stress 

on the integrity of the selves should guard me against any senti

mental misinterpretation of solidarity as perpetual 11 togetherness 11 

or defence of an~ status quo. Thoreau at Walden, alone and re

bellious, struggled for the genuine 11wen by escaping from, and de

nouncing, false associations. What I am doing in writing this letter 

is an act of solidarity, as is your empathetic and critical reading, 

and solidarity is thus established not only between you and me, but 

also between 1a~al&o, b@tlil1Ce;J;;J. each one of us and all those who grope 

for insi$ht. 

But it is dtifficult and perhaps impossible at this stage fo~any 

one to go beyond generalities and abstractions. Every era must dis

cover its 011m pattern in which solida.ri ty takes on concrete form in 



accord with who is recognized as a nneighbor 11
• It is often said 

that in the realm of morality the notion of progress has no mean

ing, because the idea of the Good is transhistorical., and Manldnd 

at large is today as far from its realization as it ever was. This 

may be sof in one sense, and yet a steady advance has bean made in 

the 'Wiliening of the range of solidarity by acknowledging ever new 

groups of living creatures n as ourselvesn. We have just entered 

the historical enoch in which such ec1uali ty is to be accorded to 

the entire human species, and the discovery of the institutions, 

actions and attitudes compatible with this range of neighborhood 

is the concrete task of modern politic 

that is to guide him. 

Man and of the philosophy 

3). Interrelationship is the stJ:>ucture of the nwe 1t - solidarity its 

substance - the 11 good II mode of realization is(§l?ont:anei t,7~\ I should 

be surprised if you had a.ny basic objections against dat I have said 

so far. I can well imagine that we now come to a parting of the 

roads. 

Implicitly I have already called attention to the thr'ee levels 

of' exp er ienc e in which the nwe tr, e qui val en t with the Good, ~ 

materializes: a peculiar state in which the selves meet (a"macron 

level, to use fa,miliar terminology), peculiar actions which the 

selves perform in establishing and •aintaining that state (a"micro 11 

level), and a peculiar 11moden {also a nmicron phenomenon) in which 
these 
actions are carried out. It is this mode with which I am now con-

cerned. In calling it 11 spontaneityn I clearly side with Schiller 

against Kant (though it will presently be shown that, speaking 

about different things, both could be, and in fact were, right.) 
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The alternative mode in wh11J.eh ngoodn actions can be peformed 

is, of course, uduty consciousnessn or obedience to an Ought. \Vb.at 

is its signifieanee? Let me make my position drastically clear. 

I side with those who see the consummation of the Good in not 

only nserving our friends 11 but in serving them naus Neigung 11 • (r 
have not found an equivalent word in English - possibly 11 sympathyn 

will do). The reason is that acting in this mood establishes not 

merely a good state through the performances of good 1etions, but 
that 
it it reveals the actor himself as good. By this I mean that he 

is fully Hum.an, that is, in perfect control of the vital forces 

ths.t sustain his action. Under these conditions there is no room 
·•,-·-, ... ,_ 

for an Ougllt. Or rather the content of the Ought which is nothing 

else but the good state realized by good action, is being aecom

plished independent of any imperative which issues from the Ought. 

However, and here lies Schiller's :misunderstanding of Kant, spon

taneity in 11d.oing good 11 is a mode of action which itself is beyond 

human control, and Mankind would be badly off if its members had 

to wait for the uncertainngift 11of sueh spontaneity, in the mean

while acting without guiding rule. It is at this point that the 

Ought takes over, commanding Man as it appears at first sight,,( 

II Ii 
from without to do good"leider aus Pfliehtgefuehl 11

, to vary Schil-

ler. Tb:us the presence of an Ought is both the.~z:~P~~,~ and the 

antidote of our shortcomings as Men, that is, of our hy~rid struc-

ture. And the rigor with which the moral command asserts itself 
case 

. fr~m~~o caae,measures t9e distance that separates the actor from 
":fl... 2""1,;.l. 

1 

• ,i, degr''""' 
" " .",' . .. . ·; . "'"' 

fu'.11 Hillilanity (as economic value or price measures the/il[llleG\lH!l 

;;::~~~;o~erty,fA,eying the connnsnd, that ia, doing good does not 

make us good. 03.w't 
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~ in consciously striving for the good state, we become the 

next best: j~~- And a just order, that ls., an interrelationship 

in which solidarity is ~limed at in obedience yo the call of the 

Ought, is all that can be demanded from us, beoause it is all that 

is in our power to achieve. 

I think that this view of the matter throws some light on the 

tedious debate about the relative rank of nNeigungn and 11Pflicht 11 

or, to use Tillich's antithesis, of Agape mz and Justice. Were 

univers l mode of action, Mankind would in-
•. ".··, J' ~~ .· ... ·.~ 

of genU:irie ",.re 11 - th~\ good s't:"~=--" ,,qe", 

g~~ But this is no goal to strive for. Neither 

Schiller nor ~illich seem to be aware that Neigung and Agape 

the spirit that animated the participants in the Last Supper -

are ngi.fts" and not products of the will. We must not be trapped 

by words, and the word n1ove'1 is es.sily such a tre.p. The witticism 

quoted earlier a.ccording to which Jesus asks us to love our neighbor, 

not:to like him, speaks the truth. Love whenever co:rmnanded can only 

mean ndoing good~ And the command of the Old Testament referred to 

above: love your neighbor as yourself, can only enjoin us to be 

just in the sense of the Golden Rule. (What anyhow is the meaning 

of the Hebrew words?) In this sense we can, and should, love even 

our enemies.ff It is true that justice "remains an external act that 

can be performed with legal detachment or cool objectivity 11 (Tillich, 

Morality and Beyond, p.38)., and it is also true that Agape "contains 

justice in itself as an unconditional elementn (p.39) But Agape, 

namely ttmutual participation and, by participation, union •••• 

which is ultimately re-union 11 (p.39)cannot be the nultimate moral 
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principlen (p.39), if by moral peineiple we mean the imperative 

guiding our actions. Agape like Neigung is tra.nsmoral., the.tis., 

beyond that which is 11 smfgegeben 11 • 

The Good as a spontaneous and soli4ary interrelationship -

om ex.perienee? Obviously I cannot mean that the 

source of this nknowledge 11 is my encounter with others in the prac

tice of ordinary life, or the detached observation of the social 

sta.tes and processes in which I am involved. Not that what I meet 

in such ordinary experience is e.11 nbad 11
., namely dissociation, con

flict and coercion. I find that others are sometimes with me and 

at other times a.gs.inst me, as I myself fluctuate between amiability 

and hostility, spending most of my life in cool distance from rrry 

nneighbors 11
• 

But then, out of the blue, a flash occurs, a curtain rises 

and another scene is revealed. This level of experience is com

parable to that which communicates to us the undecipherable mess

ages that transpose us into the mood of Serenity. But this new 

message can be decipgered. It tells us that our neighbor truly 

is as we are ourselves, that what anpea.red to us before as differ

ent and a source of hot attraction or cold revulsion was really 

ldaya, ·vvhose veil has been lifted revealing the neutral You as a 

brotherly Thou. And as Serenity is the mood in which the in

effable meining hidden in trivial and sublime events is contem

plated, so Agape is the mood in which the "wen as the Good is 

grasped in these moments of illumination. But if Sermnity is 
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a timeless mood, arresting us passively in the fulfilled presen~, 

Agape releases all our energies for the perpetuation of the il

luminated moment toward a fulfilled future. 
springs 

Brom the anamne~is_ of this experience/the OUght that grips 

us on the level of ordinary living. It asks us to do what we 

cannot help doing while in the state of illumination. Thus its 

command to act justly is not really heteronomous. It issues fro~ 

the Human in us to our hybrid total. What is good in the self 

speaks to old Adam - this gives the imperative of the Ought its 

categorical character. 

~X~ So far so good. I have been describing exieriences which, 

though ~ut of the ordinary, are fa:miliar to most U men, even if 

the level of consciousness on whieh they arise seems to vary widely. 

But on 1,vhat grounds am I entitled to a.scribe valid!~Y to these ex-
~ ~-.-y, ~•CC'•-'-'"°-~'"''"·'";;\.""••·(., e'K- - ... ,,, C 

perienees e.nd not to the contradictory impressions of daily life? 

Even if carrying the strongest psychological evidence, why should 

I trust them to be messengers of "the truth,? 
,,.,., 

My anawer, which will shock you,is: there is no other vali

dation, though the possibility of nerror" - it would be the most 

disastrous iaxi:H existential error - most be conceded. In other 

words, this is my flwager" on ,vhieh I si:1ake my moral all. I am not 

even embarra.sed by this shortcut, because I think: that it is easy 

to demonstrate that philosophical and theological ontologists, 

who claim safer grouhds for their assertions, arrive in the end 

at the sa.me impasse. 

Fries, the npsychologieal II Ks.ntian has found an apt formu

la.ti on for the ndogma 11 on which every philosophical ontology 

rests: Man's confidence in his re - Selbstvertrauen der 
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doing all and only that which promotes the good state of the 

genuine nweri, we seem to be pursuing a positive goal, whe:i:•ea.s 

fighting Avoidable Evil has a negative ring. Such fight seems 

to content itself, as it were, with eraclicating the weeds, while 

the ju.st Man appears to sow the seed from which the tree of life 

is to grow. 

{

. In reality this apparent contradiction is spurious, because 
~ 

all that Man can do, and needs to do, for npromo"Ging r:,ne/ staten, 

is to fight Evil. \\lb.at is 11 good 11 in that state, namely Man's 

' ' 

(~ 
l 

Humanity, is beYond his doing§... It mysterously emerged with Man 
~· .~~·.· • -!: .A--•------------·--------
himself in the process of Evolution, though adulterated with 

---· --"' ~- =....,..,, 

other elements; Man cannot and need not m-at create it. What 

he can do and what the moral imperative aum.mons him to do is 
~, II 

to liberate the r1gold of Humanity" from the udress of -"11 atur.~ with - . - ~--.-•-___ ,,....,,._ .. -
which it forms an unstable amalgam. It has often been commented 

urion that moral precepts are ultimately negative. They are indeed 

so, and not only when we are enjojned not to kill, but also when 

we are asked to feed the hungry and to clothe the naked, to 
p 

gladden the widow's heart and to cha.mien the cause of the stranger. 

Even when the deeds themselves are positive, the imperative that 

ordains their performance is directed against the shortcomings 

of our hybrid structure~ - the"weakness of the flesh"- which 

I 
saps the spontanety of performance. Thus the Just Man is really 

a weedkiller who knows in his heart that good fruit will grow in 
...,..,._-- -·····- ..,..,._ __ ----·~ 

a well Bloughed field. 

I must now explicate what I mean when I associate Evil wit~ ---
Nature, as it manifests itself in hybrid Man. I have guarded 



myself earlier against the misunderstanding that the Human, the 

ideally good ]fan, sheuld be conceived as a "denatured u being. I 

should perhaps add that I also am light-years awa.:r from thte clas

sical Dualism between mind or soul and b0dy, identifiying the 

latter - the "prison of the soult"-with the seat, if not the souroe, 

of Evil. The real uspl:tt 11 runs. right through the totality of' the 

person; it divides that in us which nea.res 11 
- our »awakened" feel

ing and will and the bodily fttnetions that serve them - from that 

~

, in our psycho-physical totality whieh is"l:'_'~;f~r:_r ___ ei_1_·.t_-n_.·.· ~:_.,d~--t--h~u __ -.s~~=-~-'-,;;~ 
the level of the subhuman eesmie forces. ~ "~·r-~;,:,,.,... 7 --- • 

....----- ,,_ ~ ,-. ,.......:::_ 

As you may remember., I argued already in my Bloch paper that 

ti indifference, a. .:!,:::1tral attribute of the Universe at large, :ts 

i the supreme Evil in Man., that "inertia of the hea,rt 11 1s :morally worse 

than 111 intent, - Eich:m.ann (in Hannah Arendt's interpretation) 

as compared with Ilse Koch. The reason for this verdict does not 

lie in the social consequences of the respective evil a.ats - the 

Law punishes qu.ite understandibly criminal intent more severely 

than negligence - but in what it reveals about the offender. 

At first sight the moral offenders - as is true of those 

who try to do good - form a continuum., betraying varying degrees 

of nI:nhumanityu, inversely with the lucidity with which the vision 
~µ., 

of the good is experienced., and the strength of the imperative which 
/t 

the vision arouses. Even if we disregars. all cases of psycho-somatic 

pathology as we should in moral evaluations., it appears that Men 

differ considerably in their capacity for these experiences. 

~"V 
Wb.e:M they do so by nature o~ by nurture we could decide only 

if we knew more about t1soeio-psychologioal n causation, that is, 
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about the influence which the environment, personal and institut

ional, exerts on our ea.ps.eity for perceiving the jood and for C1A,.,f~ 

in accord with what we pereeive. Sti111many f'indings of depth 

psychology and even a study such as Konrad Lorenz' PJls sogenannte 

Boese suggest that ill intent, aggression, deceit and other offences 

against the 11\"re" are really acts of resentment and responses to 

legitim.a.te grievances. In a profound sense such offenders uknow 

not what they don. 'fherefore they he:ve not only a claim on our 

forgivingness but are a challenge to the moral state of society. 

Being the result of man-made conditions, the Evil they do is 

Avoidable Evil. 

But now it is significant that the success of such redeeming 

moral action - :mental cu.re and rehabilitation - seems largely to 

depend 0h the vital strength of the off ender, tha,t is, on these 

very energies which while morally l.lll&eontrolled cause the offending 

act. It is there that ninertia o:f the hee,rtureveals itself as 

the main obstacle. The history of religious conversion tells us 

of many great sinners who turned into sa.ints. But we know of no 

Laodieean who died a prophet. The same psyehologieal rule seems 

to govern the moral life of ordinary men. 1'h.ere is hope for 

Drnitry Karamazof:f who burns his fuel in evil passion. But what 

else than self-destruction is left to Ivan or Stavrogin, not to 

mention Smerdjakoff, who sin nin cold blood"? 

~
1
~~iJ.~it~7~ha t the evil deeds co:mmi t ted in the mood of in

. .,d.iff:erenc_~ are more hideous than the crimes of the conscious -
malEifector. But the callous offender is beyond redemption be-.-:-1-------.- ,, ) 

pole of full Humanity: in a state 



. 'r'-,\ ~:-~~~• Re ,,_e<ten nea:rer the zero i:1':i~,j; 

,-,,are ;,,,i' we Ji:no" it . Re ant 1'3/,~e• in ni• being a. e~ -- r', •ct 

Jlet"""' t• s "id to res.en in "'""j" :tnde finite !l;illffl!f Futw,e : 
. • I 

J.Jl[lllll e:at:roP1 or deed e<1ni:l.ib:r~;, In ni• snb-J1,m8ll world .,,, 
e""!~ ~e Lord, as it is said, spit• 

,erat:tve so~ds an;f ee1n.o -

ii-"' ont. c-•' Et:renge:r is 

''i 

e. ~.erifyini'! iml£ge of tl1i• marginal ' '.l 
. ;,,/ 

Let ,ne stop :nere, as it were, in tbe midst of it. 'Jllough 

speoltinlli . as one wno is inVO 1 -.ea. ro. t]\.er then one ,.no "obs er-.es" , 

~~ I 1 snouJ.d like to tninlt tno.t~ h"fe been ste-erinS about touches 

on,w:no.t we e].1 11-.a bl• Tnere should be no reason wh1 one snould 
\ 
\ 

bt-i1'l$ it ,:,:p :erom the deptn, ·were it "'>t tno.t our instincts nave 

iost tl,)$1" r,s.ive ee1r-o.ssur•dne•• wnil" 
0 

~.ew era of histo1'1 ,re.its 

to b"' @.eli'lf&<•ed bl o,,:r effo:rts rrol!l 
th

e wotnb "" e still enigmatic 

. p:,esent, '£he trtte pl'obl""' ill, of course' wnst all '>,,is .,._.,,,,,ts 

for whicl:1 these re:m,>,l'k• offer i,,.a:rd11 a presnible • lu 
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even nearer the zero point 

in his being a state 

Nature 1-s said to reach i:n\9om1 e indefinite fiti[ffi( future: 

LB'l'll+!l entropy or dead equilibr~. . In his sub-human world no 
t--

,erative sounds any eeho ... eve~.· ne Lord., as it is said, spits 

.dm out.. Camus' Etranger is a ~,.erifying i~ge of this marginal 

Let me stop here, as it were, in the midst of it. Though 

,speaking as one who is involved rather than one who nobservesn, 

should like to think th~J h0.ve been stammering about touohes 

what we all live by. There should be no reason why one should 

it up from the deptn, were it 1~t that our instincts have 

their m.a.ive self-assuredness while a ""'ew era of history waits 

be delivered b'J' our efforts from the womb ~ a still enigma.tie 

"fb.e true problem is, of course, what all .,;""tis amounts 

to in te 
.... ""'.,., ,,.r e·. "'n· ,..rete action personal and politieal.; ". bl . .,. ........ V V V , T;)I'@ . em 

for whieh these remarks offer hardly s. preamble. ~--~~;:;:-:· 
I ;fli'.lii~,-;1'\ftS,c,,J;f•~~,M~ 

As always yours, 
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UNITED HELP, INC. 
44 East 23rd Street 
New York,N Y.10010 

Nehemiah Robinson Memorial Scholarship Fund 

To: Members of the Scholarship Committee 

From: Gabriele D.Schiff 

November 26, 1974 

Re;: Kagan, Georgette 
895 West End Avenue 
New York,N.Y.10025 
Born: 8/10/44 - New York,N.Y. 

The application of this 30-year old girl came to us in the strangest way. 

Originally, her mother had written to our Scholarship Committee member, 

Mr. Saul Kagan (who is no relative of hers) for assistance. We then called 

her mother in. The case worker found that Mrs. Kagan had her own set of problems. 

In the course of the social work relationship the financial problems of the 

daughter were mentioned, and the daughter, Georgette, was referred to our Scholarship 

Committee. 
. I 
;,:hl~A# 

Georgette Kahn was born in New York in 1944, eight months after her father's 

death. Her father was a.well known scholar who graduated summa cum laude from 

the University of Brussels and was connected with outstanding institutions of 

higher learning in France. His fields were Social Science and Philosophy of 

History. He was very active in the undergroun~ movement, and when the Germans 

occupied France, he and his wife were forced to flee for racial and political 

reasons. They innnigrated to this country in December of 1940. Shortly before 

his death he was appointed professor of European History at State University of 

Indiana, Bloomington, Indiana where he died of pneumonia. After Professor Kagan's 

death, Mrs. Kagan gave birth to their daughter. As she was left pennyless,she was 

confronted with an endless struggle to keep herself and the child alive. 

It soon became evident that Georgette had inherited her parents intellectual gifts.· 

·Mrs. Kagan, a talented linguist, made it by her work as translator and teacher of 

French possible for her daughter to attend the best ~chools. Georgette graduated 

from Hunter High School and obtained bachelor's and master's degrees from City 

College with highest possible grades. Her letters of recommendation leave no 

doubt about the fact that her professors consider her an outstanding scholar whose 

master's thesis on the attempt of post-war French intellectuals to make sense of thei:: 

social and political roles and responsibilities will be published in a professesional 

paper named 1Telost1 There seems to be little doubt that Miss Kagan should teach 

at college level which she can do only with a-Ph.D. degree. To achieve this, it will 

take her at least two more years. •She tutors dul"ing the school year and works as a 

waitress during the summer months. The mother's income is about $318 a month. She is 

68 years old and certainly no help can be expected from her. Georgette took up a 

student loan of $600 and expects to earn $640 by tutoring during the spring semester., 

Her college-connect~d expenses run to approximately $2,350. This leaves a deficit of 

about $900 which she hopes to cover in part by work as a teaching adjunct. 

I would recommend a loan of $300 for the spring term and encourage the young lady 

to re-apply to us for the academic year starting in September 1975. There was also 

an application submitted to the Vogelstein Foundation that might be interested in 

this outstanding and charming young lady. I should add that I myself interviewed 

Miss Kagan and found her serious, goal-minded and struggling hard against tremendous 

odds. 
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